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Modern Metalworking is a comprehensive text that introduces students to metalworking
technology. It provides basic information about tools, materials, and procedures used in
metalworking. It covers both hand- and machine-tool operations and supplies background
information about industrial equipment and processes. Over 1500 photographs and drawings
highlight important concepts and procedures.• Step-by-step instructions are presented for many
processes and techniques.• Research and development activities are included for each
chapter.• Plans for more than a dozen high-interest metalworking projects are included in the
text.

About the AuthorGoodheart-Willcox is the premier publisher for Technical, Trades, and
Technology; Family and Consumer Sciences; and Business, Marketing and Career Education.
Goodheart-Willcox products are designed to train everyone from students through practicing
professionals. Our books and supplements contain a wealth of information on the latest theories,
techniques, tools, and operations for these subject areas. Whether the subject is automotive or
child care, you will find numerous features throughout our textbooks to make learning easier.
High-quality presentation, authoritative content, sound topic sequence, an abundance of
illustrations, involving pedagogy, real-world examples, and appropriate readability are hallmarks
of Goodheart-Willcox products.
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Leah, “Excellent deal!!. Incredibly affordable compared to the one my school was selling!! The
school bookstore is a rip off! Luckily I came across this one!”

Brett Arnold, “Five Stars. Great”

Dave, “exactly right. I ordered this book as a gift to our son, at his request. It arrived promptly,
and was in excellent condition for a very fair price.  He was happy with it.”

BillBob103, “GOOD BOOK. I think this book is a great book to use for a class which students
need knowledge of metalworking and engineering principles.”

Ladybug, “Covers so much.. This textbook was bought for my son but I started to go through it
and it is very detailed, lots of pictures and easy reading.”

Ckavery, “Great book. Book seems to be brand new!!”

The book by John R. Walker has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 27 people have provided feedback.
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